SKETCHBOOK ASSIGNMENTS - HS ART
2nd 9 WeeksWeeks-Q2 201
2015-16
You must complete the 4 assignments listed below.
•
•
•
•
•

Drawings should fill the ENTIRE sketchbook page (points will be
deducted for small drawings.)
Include DETAILS (include textures & value, unless otherwise specified.)
Spend a minimum of 30 minutes on each assignment.
Each sketchbook assignment counts as a QUIZ grade!
Sketchbooks handed in late will be accepted but 30 points removed for
lateness, 2 days late will receive a "0".

Grading: Total 25 pts. Each
Size
Effort
Creativity
Label

0-5
0-10
0-5
0-5
25 pts.

This drawing is detailed, well
drawn & proportions are correct.
This would receive high points.

This drawing is NOT acceptable & will
get very little points-not passing!

YOU MUST LABEL EACH PICTURE
at the TOP with the appropriate title

(ex: SB #1: Student Choice)

This is what I expect your
drawings to look like!

DRAWINGS NEEDS TO BE FROM DIRECT OBSERVATION
ie: you LOOKING at the objects! That means NOT from memory,
photos, or imagination. (Except where otherwise noted). Pay close
attention to proportions (size relationships)

SB #5: Contour Line-My Stuff- DUE MON. Oct 26
Look in your backpack or purse, pull out 3 things you use on a regular basis (phone
cannot be one!). Arrange them in an interesting way, then draw a contour line drawing
(outline only) of the composition.
Medium: drawing pencils
SB #6: Refraction Drawing: DUE: FRI. Nov 6
Refraction is the visual distortion that happens when an object is viewed through a
glass container filled with water (or some liquid). Find an interesting glass container
(drinking glass, vase, jar, etc) and place a spoon or fork inside. Fill the container only
half way with water and place it on a light colored surface. Carefully observe the
distortion. Use observational drawing skills to draw the glass, spoon, water & any
lights/ shadows you see on the table surface. ADD FULL SHADING
Medium: drawing pencils
SB #7: Paper Airplanes: DUE FRI. Nov 20
Fold TWO paper airplanes (different designs), place them in
front of you & draw them from direct observation as accurately
as you can-that means you are LOOKING at it to draw it
correctly. Focus on Angles of Lines. ADD FULL SHADINGincluding shadows on table
Medium: drawing pencils
SB #8: Illuminated Letter: DUE FRI. Dec 11
Choose a letter to draw. Go on a computer & play with the letter in different fonts- choose
one & print it out. Look up examples of illuminated letters for inspiration. Draw the letter
large in your sketchbook in pencil. Add decoration to the letter, possibly even a border
Medium: colored pencils, sharpies & markers

